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Clydesdales are friendly, curious 

horses. Their attractive 

appearance made them 

popular in parades and their 

calm temperament also made 

them useful in hauling fire 

brigade wagons. While these are 

big, powerful horses, they are 

typical gentle enough that older 

children could drive a 

Clydesdale team on the farm.  
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Morgans are generally 

friendly, good natured, hardy, 

and hard workers. They also 

make effective police horses 

being rather courageous, calm, 

and intelligent. These same 

qualities make them good 

herding horses or horses used in 

search and rescue missions.  
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Shire is a breed of draught or 

draft horse. The breed has an 

huge ability for weight 

pulling. Shires have held the 

world records for both largest 

overall horse and tallest 

horse at various times. They 

are useful in forestry today. 
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American Cream draft horses 

are light draft horses. They 

are strong enough to pull a 

plow or wagon but can also 

be ridden under saddle if 

needed. American Creams 

are people oriented, like 

most American developed 

breeds, and are quite 

stunning to look at.   
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Quarter Horses are fairly 

human oriented and get 

along well with other farm 

animals. While they can be 

driven behind a buggy, they 

are not typically while 

hitched to a plow or harrow. 

They can sprint fast at a 

quarter of a mile.  
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Percheron horses are quite 

powerful although they are 

generally gentle and calm. At 

one point in time Percherons 

were the most popular draft 

horse in America. They could pull 

a plow through tough prairie sod 

more effectively than smaller 

farm horses which would tire 

more quickly.  
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Like most draft horses, 

Belgians tend to be calm 

and are quite used to 

working with people and 

being around other farm 

animals. Belgian horses are 

known to be able to pull 

more than 10,000 pounds 

when working in pairs!  
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